Codebook based limited feedback is a practical way to obtain partial channel state information at the transmitter in a precoded multipleinput multiple-output wireless system. In this correspondence, we propose a systematic codebook design. The proposed Kerdock codebook consists of multiple mutually unbiased unitary basis matrices with quaternary alphabet and the identity matrix. We propose to derive the beamforming and precoding codebooks from this base codebook, eliminating the requirement to store multiple codebooks. Furthermore, we show that quaternary alphabet facilitates efficient codebook storage and codeword search. We derive the chordal distance for two and four antenna codebooks, showing that the proposed codebooks compare favorably with prior designs. Monte Carlo simulations compare achievable rates and error rates for different codebooks sizes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter can provide considerable capacity and resilience to channel fading in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems [1] . A practical solution to provide CSI to the transmitter is a codebook based feedback strategy, known as the limited feedback [1] - [5] . In a limited feedback system, the receiver searches for the appropriate transmit precoder from a finite set of precoders, called the codebook, shared by the transmitter and the receiver. Then, the receiver sends the index of the codeword back to the transmitter resulting in the feedback of quantized CSI. In practice, three to six bits of feedback are common to balance the benefits of limited feedback and feedback overhead tradeoff [6, p. 39 ], [7, pp. 457-466] .
There are several codebook designs in the literature such as those based on vector quantization [2] , [8] , [9] , Grassmannian packing [3] - [5] , discrete Fourier transform [4] , [5] , and quadrature amplitude modulation [10] . Unfortunately, the codebook design often requires numerical iterations and optimizations. Furthermore, codebooks for beamforming and spatial multiplexing needs to be separately stored in a memory. In today's hand-held devices with limited memory, size, and power [11] , limited feedback codebooks with smaller memory footprint will help to reduce implementation costs. Furthermore, reduced search computation will ease stringent computational timing requirement in real-time system and allow the system to quickly adapt to highly mobile environments. The codebooks adopted for recent standards illustrates trends towards systematic finite alphabet codebooks [6, p. 39 ], [7, pp. 457-466] .
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The Kerdock codebook, due to the Kerdock code construction with quaternary alphabet [12] - [14] . Our main contribution is to identify the Kerdock codebook as a new avenue of codebook design with additional benefits of systematic construction, reduced storage, and search enabled by the finite alphabet construction. Reduced storage is made possible in two parts: 1) by finite alphabet and 2) by deriving spatial multiplexing codebook from beamforming codebook. We derive the distance properties for Kerdock codebook and show that it performs similarly to previously known codebooks. We consider two practical examples of codebooks for two and four transmit antennas using two different constructions: a Sylvester-Hadamard construction [14] and a power construction [15] . The Sylvester-Hadamard construction gives a good solution for the two antenna case while the structure in the power construction gives a better solution for the four antenna case and permits closed form derivation of subspace distance properties. The proposed construction can be extended to matrices with dimensions that are power of two. Compared with prior work in [4] , [5] , [9] , and [10] , our approach provides systematic codebook construction with finite alphabet where single codebook can be used for both beamforming and spatial multiplexing transmissions.
We use lower case bold letters, e.g., v, to denote vectors and upper case bold letters e.g., H, to denote matrices. The space of complex number is denoted with the appropriate superscript to denote the dimension of the space. The n2n identity matrix is denoted by I n . We shall use T and 3 to denote the transposition and Hermitian transpose, respectively. A subset of columns of a matrix is denoted [1] 1:n .
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. Discrete-Time System Model
A limited feedback precoded MIMO wireless system with N t transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas is shown in Fig. 1 . Let k denote the time index and N s denote the number of spatial streams being used. The case when N s = 1 is called beamforming and the general case when 1 < Ns Nt is called Ns-stream spatial multiplexing. The transmit bit stream is sent to the encoder and modulator which outputs a complex transmit vector, 
B. Codeword Search
Based on the estimate of the channel and the receiver structure, the receiver chooses the best precoding codewordF[k] from a set of N possible codewords in the codebook F = fF 1 ; F 2 ; . . . ; F N g shared by the transmitter and the receiver. The codeword index is represented by b = dlog 2 Ne bits resulting in b-bit feedback.
The beamformer that minimizes the probability of symbol error for maximum ratio combining receiver is [4] f[k] = arg max f 2F kH[k]fk 2 2 :
(1)
For spatial multiplexing with a zero forcing receiver, the minimum singular value selection criteria is often used [5] F[k] = arg max F2F minfH[k]Fg (2) where min f1g denotes the minimum singular value of the argument.
This selection criteria approximately maximizes the minimum substream signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The Grassmannian beamforming criterion states that the beamforming codebook should be designed such that the minimum pairwise chordal distance is maximized [4] . Therefore, the chordal distance is used to analyze the distance property of the beamforming codebook.
The chordal distance between codeword vectors f1 and f2 is given by d ch (f 1 ; f 2 ) = sin( 1;2 ) = 1 0 jf 3 1 f 2 j 2 :
For spatial multiplexing, projection 2-norm distance, among many possible distance metrics [5] , is used to evaluate the spatial multiplexing codebooks. It was shown in [5] that the codebook should be designed by maximizing the minimum projection 2-norm distance
between a pair of codewords to approximately maximize the minimum substream SNR.
III. KERDOCK CODEBOOK
A. Preliminaries
Quaternary alphabet Kerdock codes were originally proposed as error correcting codes [13] and are known to be mutually unbiased bases (MUBs) [16] . MUB contains orthonormal bases satisfying mutually unbiased property. Some of the known MUB constructions can be found in [15] - [17] . It was shown in [18] that many of the MUB constructions are equivalent and that these constructions have a close connection with complex projective space and uniform tight frames, both of which have been used for the construction and analysis of quantized codebooks for limited feedback MIMO systems. Based on these connections, we study the utility of Kerdock codes and MUB for limited feedback codebook.
If S = [s1 111 sN ] and U = [u1 1 11 uN ] are two Nt2Nt orthonormal bases (i.e., S 3 S = I N ), the column vectors drawn from each orthonormal basis are said to satisfy the mutually unbiased property if jhs n ; u m ij = 1= p N t for n; m = 1; ...; N t . An MUB is the set S = fS 0 ; S 1 ; ...g satisfying the mutually unbiased property. The maximum number of orthonormal bases, i.e., jS j, has been shown to be less than or equal to N t + 1 for any N t ; a sufficient condition for equality is that N t is a power of a prime [17] . It is presently unknown whether equality occurs when Nt is not a power of prime and this question remains to be an active area of research [15] . Several approaches for the construction of size N t + 1 MUB for prime powers have been proposed [16] .
B. Sylvester-Hadamard Construction
One approach for Kerdock code construction was proposed in [14] . The construction consists of generating an N t 2 N t diagonal matrices D n for n = 0; 1; . ..; N t 0 1 which are used to transform N t 2 N t Sylvester-Hadamard matrix. Each transformed matrix Sn becomes the orthonormal basis. The benefit of this approach is that algebraic construction of the diagonal matrix using 4 quadratic maps is available.
1 01 denote the Sylvester-Hadamard matrix. The N t 2 N t Sylvester-Hadamard matrix such that N t = 2 B is given by the Kronecker product of B Sylvester-Hadamard matrix
The general strategy for the Kerdock codebook construction is as follows.
1) Construct the diagonal generator matrices D n for n = 0; 1; . ..;Nt 0 1. For brevity, we omit the details of the construction which can be found in [14] .
C. Power Construction
Another attractive MUB construction using a single generator matrix was recently proposed by Gow [15] . The construction uses advanced concepts from finite groups and representation theory. In particular, the generating basis arises as an automorphism of an extra-special 2-group which is a group structure that also appears in the construction of Kerdock codes [14] . Let N t be a power of two. The following theorem was proved by Gow [15] . bases. Furthermore, all entries of D are in the quaternary alphabet. Theorem 1 is an existence theorem which states that if D satisfies the indicated mild conditions, then the powers D; D 2 ; . ..; D N +1 = I generates N t + 1 pairwise mutually unbiased bases with quaternary entries. Our contribution here is that we identify one such generator D obtained from the Sylvester-Hadamard construction in Section IV.
From the limited feedback codebook design perspective, Theorem 1 represents a powerful result when the number of transmit antennas are power of 2. Only the generating base D needs to be stored and the rest of the codebook can be generated by taking the powers. Note also the inclusion of the identity element which corresponds to the case of antenna subset selection [19] . Prior codebook designs do not include the identity element as part of the unified codebook design.
D. Codebook Arrangement
We now show how to construct multi-stream codebooks using the special structure of S . For beamforming, we construct the codebook by taking the columns of each basis F = ff 1 = [S 0 ] 1 ; f 2 = [S 0 ] 2 ; ... ; f N = [S N ] N g (6) where N Nt 1 (Nt + 1).
For spatial multiplexing, unique column combinations are selected from each S n to form the codebook. Note that every column combination yields a unitary matrix. Specifically, for an Ns -stream spatial multiplexing codebook, the largest codebook is derived by taking all can be obtained, for example, by taking the subset of the largest codebook which maximizes minimum distance between codewords.
In Section VI, we derive the distance properties of this codebook.
In Section VII, we show through Monte Carlo simulations that this codebook performs favorably to same sized Grassmannian codebooks.
IV. CODEBOOK EXAMPLES
A. Two Transmit Antenna Construction
For the two antenna MIMO system, we use the Sylvester-Hadamard construction. The resulting bases are S0 = 1 p 2 1 1 1 01 ; S1 = 1 p 2 1 1 j 0j
; S2 = 1 0 0 1 (7) where S 0 is the scaled Sylvester-Hadamard matrix. The beamforming codebook is constructed as F = ff1 = [S0]1; f2 = [S0]2; ... ; f6 = [S 2 ] 2 g.
B. Four Transmit Antenna Construction
For the four antenna MIMO system, we provide a power construction based codebook. We start with the Sylvester-Hadamard construction and make a slight modification to one of the bases. We find that the following generator matrix satisfies Theorem 1 D = 1 2 0j 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0j 0 0 0 0 01 (Ĥ2 Ĥ2 ): (8) Finally, computing S n = D n+1 for n = 0; ... ; 
For the beamforming system, we obtain a codebook of size N = 20 (5-bit codebook) . Without antenna selection, the identity element S 4 can be deleted reducing the codebook size to 4 bits. For N s = 2 spatial multiplexing system, we obtain 52 4 2 = 30codewords or 5-bit codebook. For N s = 3; 5 2 4 3 = 20 codewords (5-bit codebook) is obtained. We have thus obtained a finite alphabet codebook which can be shared for beamforming and spatial multiplexing. Furthermore, the proposed codebooks satisfy the per antenna power constraints because equal energy is distributed across the transmit antennas. In contrast, Grassmannian codebooks may distribute energy unevenly among the transmit antennas.
V. CODEBOOK STORAGE AND SEARCH COMPLEXITY
The on-chip memory of baseband processors, often on the order of few kilobytes to a megabyte, are extensively used for storing instructions and intermediate data that are being processed. The on-chip memory may not have sufficient room to maintain all the codebooks. Consequently, it is likely that larger codebooks will be stored on an off-chip memory which takes time to load. Therefore, the storage requirement of a codebook has a significant impact on the implementation. Furthermore, it is well known that a multiplication take more clock cycles than an addition. Consequently, reducing multiplication in the baseband processor helps to meet the stringent timing requirement and computational load. The arithmetic logic unit often supports additional modes of operations such as addition, shift and sign change which can be used to exploit the benefits of proposed codebook and reduce the computational clock cycles. While the specific benefits achieved by multiplier-free codebook are implementation specific, we quantify the storage and search complexity of the proposed codebook in terms of storage bits and arithmetic operations.
A. Storage
In this correspondence, we consider the number of real elements needed to store a codebook for each mode of transmission. If N b is the number of bits available in the system to represent a real number, the storage required for a single N-entry codebook is 2N b NN t N s bits. Some reduction may be possible due to specific values taken on by the codeword entries, but we will only consider the worst case scenario. The Grassmannian codebook [4] , [5] , [20] , without any structure, result in 2N b NNtNs bits of storage for each codebook. The Fourier codebook [21] requires the generator matrix and the discrete Fourier transform matrix to be stored resulting in 2N b (N t + N t N s ) bits for each codebook. Note that the storage requirement is independent of the codebook size because the generator matrix is designed for a given codebook size.
For the Nt = 2 Kerdock codebook, a total of 8 bits of storage is required where 4 bits each are used for the Sylvester-Hadamard matrix and D 1 . For N t = 4, total of 12 bits of storage is required where 4 2 2 bits are used for the diagonal matrix and 4 bits are used for the Hadamard matrix in (8) . Note that the Kerdock codebook storage is independent of N b and the same codebook can be used for beamforming and spatial multiplexing. For a fair comparison, Table I shows the number of bits required to store the Kerdock, Fourier, and Grassmannian codebooks for N t = 4 using N = 16 for beamforming and N = 8 for 2-stream spatial multiplexing. The Kerdock codebook provides a small fixed storage requirement independent of the system specific word size.
B. Search Complexity
For search complexity, we consider the number of arithmetic computation required to arrive at the desired codeword. We assume that (1) is tested for beamforming and (2) is tested for spatial multiplexing with the estimated channel matrix. Since the norm computations are 
VI. RELATIONSHIP WITH PREVIOUS DESIGNS
In this section, we first derive the distance properties of rank one, two and three Kerdock codebook. We then show that the proposed Kerdock codebook has full diversity. Finally, we provide an achievable rate analysis of the proposed Kerdock codebook.
A. Distance Properties
The distance properties of the codebook can be derived from the mutually unbiased property.
Lemma 2:
For any pair of beamforming Kerdock codewords f k and f l for k; l = 1; 2; ... ;N the chordal distance is either 1 when f k and f l are from the same basis or 1 0 1=Nt when f k and f l are from different bases.
Next, consider the derived spatial multiplexing codebook and examine the projection 2-norm distance property. For any Nt that is power of two and N s = 2 spatial multiplexing codebook based on the power construction, we obtain the following property.
Property 3: Let F k and F l ; k 6 = l, be Nt 2 2 matrices composed by taking two columns from any power of D. Then j det(F 3 k F l )j = 0;
when F k and F l are from the same basis 1= p N t ; otherwise:
See Appendix A for the proof. The projection 2-norm distance (4) increases as the minimum singular value of F 3 1 F2 is decreased. Property 3 indicates that the proposed Kerdock codebook for N s = 2 has only two possible projection 2-norm distance between the codewords. Now consider Nt = 4 and Ns = 3 spatial multiplexing codebook. Property 4: Let F k and F l ; k 6 = l, be 4 2 3 matrices by selecting any 3 columns from each S n . Then, j det(F 3 k F l )j = 1=2:
See Appendix B for the proof. The result may appear trivial from mutually unbiased property, but the fact the determinant exhibits this prop- erty guarantees that the codebook exhibits fixed projection 2-norm distance between the codewords. Unfortunately, our proof only applies for Nt = 4.
B. Diversity
The diversity order is an important performance metric that indicates the probability of symbol error trends for high SNR regime. In this correspondence, we use the diversity definition as in [4] and [22] . The Kerdock codebook arranged as in (6) is easily verified to have full rank.
Theorem 5: The proposed Kerdock codebook using at least one basis has full diversity order.
Proof: The proof follows that found in [4] using the fact that the Kerdock codebook is of full rank since it is composed of unitary matrices. Thus, maximum diversity is achieved by the Kerdock codebook.
C. Achievable Rate
The achievable rate of the system using a quantized codebook is an important indicator of the quality of the codebook [4] , [9] . The ergodic achievable rate of the system with a unitary precoder is R = H log 2 det I N + E s N s N o F 3 (H)H 3 HF(H) : (12) where H denotes the expectation with respect to H and F(H) is the selected precoder as a function of H according to the selection criteria (1) or (2) . Perfect channel knowledge at the receiver and uncorrelated Gaussian signaling for each stream are assumed. This is the achievable rate upper bound when there are no channel estimation errors and feedback delay, but not the true capacity since the transmit covariance is not optimized for power allocation (i.e., water filling solution). For a fair comparison, the achievable rate with respect to perfect CSI at the transmitter case of an equal size Grassmannian, Fourier, and Kerdock codebook are compared in Fig. 2 . For both the beamforming case (dashed line) and spatial multiplexing case (solid line), we can see that the Grassmannian, Fourier, and Kerdock codes have the same achievable rates. Therefore, there is no loss in achievable rate using the Kerdock codebook.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we give simulation results for 1) vector symbol error rate (VSER) performance of limited feedback beamforming system, and 2) VSER performance of two stream unitary precoded spatial multiplexing system using the Grassmannian and Kerdock codebooks. All simulations are performed for Nt = 4 assuming delay and error free feedback. No forward error correction is used.
The VSER performance of beamforming system using perfect CSI, Grassmannian codebook and Kerdock codebook are shown in Fig. 3 . In all cases, 64-QAM is used for modulation. The case with perfect CSI at the transmitter provides the achievable lower bound of VSER. The proposed Kerdock codebook provides VSER performance closely matching the Grassmannian codebook. Similarly, the VSER performance for two stream spatial multiplexing system using 5-bit codebooks are shown in Fig. 3 . In all cases, 16-QAM modulation and a zero forcing receiver are used. Remarkably, the proposed Kerdock codebook with 30 codeword entries slightly outperforms the Grassmannian codebook with 32 entries.
To clearly see the performance difference among the codebook designs, Fig. 4 shows the SNR gap between the perfect CSI at the trans-mitter case and the limited feedback approach using Grassmannian, Fourier and Kerdock codebook at VSER = 10 02 in two stream spatial multiplexing system. As expected, the Grassmannian codebook outperforms the Fourier codebook. The Kerdock codebook shows worse performance for the 3-bit codebook because only 8 of 30 possible codewords are used. As the codebook size is increased from 4 and 5 bits, however, the Kerdock codebook outperforms the Grassmannian codebook which is quite remarkable considering the fact that the codebook contains only quaternary alphabet. This observation indicates that Grassmannian codebook is not exactly optimal.
Overall, the results indicate that the proposed Kerdock codebook performs very close or better than previously known codebooks with additional benefit of 1) structured construction, 2) finite alphabet, 3) reduced search complexity, and 4) shared codebook between beamforming and spatial multiplexing.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this correspondence, we proposed a new avenue of codebook design, called the Kerdock codebook, for limited feedback unitary precoded MIMO systems. The Kerdock codebook is systematically generated with elements drawn from a quaternary alphabet resulting in reduced storage and search complexity. Furthermore, we have shown how the structure of the Kerdock codes can be used to derive spatial multiplexing codebooks from the beamforming codebook. Our analysis and simulation results verified that the Kerdock codebooks provides favorable performance to the previously known codebooks. Limitations of this work are that the codebook can only be constructed for number of transmit antennas which are powers of two and the number of available bases are limited to N t + 1. An open problem remains in constructing odd dimension codebook with quaternary alphabet entries. Our future work will consider effects of space or time correlated channels and extensions to multiuser scenarios. In particular, Kerdock codes are also applicable to a multiuser MIMO system using a unitary basis sets, known as PU 2 RC [23], [24] . 1 
APPENDIX A PROOF OF PROPERTY 3
Proof: Each F k and F l can be written as F k = D p E k and F l = D q E l where E k and E l are Nt 2 2 column selection matrices. Then F 3 k F l = E T k D q3 D p E l = E T k D r E l where r = (q 0 p)3 when q > p and r = (p 0 q) when p > q. Due to the construction D r is one of the member basis. The left and right multiplication of D r by E T k and E l selects a 2 2 2 submatrix of D r . Any member D r has a structure such that any 2 2 2 submatrix selected this way always contains 1) all reals, 2) a pair of reals and a pair of imaginary, or 3) all imaginary, from the quaternary alphabet. It is easy to verify, by listing all possibilities, that the determinant of such 2 2 2 matrix can only take values 0 or 1= p Nt.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF PROPERTY 4
Proof: The det(F 3 k F l ) is given by the determinant of a 3 2 3 submatrix of some basis S n . Recall that the adjoint of a square matrix D, denoted adj(D), is given by adj(D) = D 01 1 det(D). Since D is unitary, D 01 = D 3 and det(D) = I. So, adj(D) = D 3 . Therefore, the adjoint matrix also has quaternary alphabet. The elements of adjoint matrix is the cofactors which are minors, or determinant of 3 2 3 submatrix, with appropriate signs. This shows that every determinant 1 After our initial draft was submitted, a similar codebook design with nested property for multiuser MIMO was proposed in [25] . Our work differs in that we outline two avenue of codebook designs and consider shared codebook for single user beamforming and spatial multiplexing cases with provable distance properties. of 3 2 3 submatrix is in the set f61; 6jg with scaling 1= p Nt = 1=2 and the result follows.
